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SnO2 assembly. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommen-
dations expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not nec-
essarily reflect the view of the National Science Foundation.
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Diffusion Capacitance and Laser Diodes

John Strologas and Karl Hess

Abstract—The well-known diffusion capacitance is critical in deter-
mining the modulation response of p–n junctions and particularly of laser
diodes. In this brief, we investigate the diffusion capacitance of a diode, as
a function of the physical length of the diode and the carrier lifetimes in
the narrow active region. We show that diode length and lifetime together,
and not just the lifetime (which is well known), determine the bandwidth
of the diode.

Index Terms—Carrier lifetime, depletion capacitance, diffusion capaci-
tance, diode length, laser diode, modulation response.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this brief, we consider a symmetric one-dimensional (1-D) diode
extending from x = �L to x = L, where the negative x region is the
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p-region, with an abrupt junction at x = 0. The design of the diode and
its material parameters are chosen in a generic and standard way, except
that at the junction we include a narrow region of very short carrier
lifetimes, thus emulating a situation as it is encountered in laser diodes.
Our results are therefore expected to be quite general and reflect some
of the essential behavior of laser diodes. The main point that we show
is that the high frequency response of a p–n junction and its bandwidth
depends in a complexway on both the diode length and carrier lifetimes
and not just on the lifetimes, as it is usually assumed in textbooks.
To show this, we compute the diode capacitance numerically using a
commercial simulator.

The diffusion capacitance of the diode is defined as1

Cdi� =
L

0

2e
@p(x; V )

@V
dx (1)

and its depletion capacitance as

Cdep =
L

0

e
@(n(x; V )� p(x; V ))

@V
dx (2)

where p(x; V ) and n(x; V ) are the hole and electron densities as a
function of the spatial position x along the diode and the external for-
ward bias V , and e is the electron charge [1], [2]. Notice that the dif-
fusion capacitance is related to the minority carrier density (in this ex-
pression, the density of holes in the n-region). These two capacitances
are connected in parallel and the total capacitance that affects the fre-
quency response of the diode is given by their sum.

At the typical operation point of light emitting diodes (forward
voltage equal to Eg=e [3], where Eg is the semiconductor energy
gap) the diffusion capacitance is typically large and represents the
major factor for the bandwidth. In fact, most standard texts derive an
exponentially increasing diffusion capacitance even for long diodes
(L �

p
D�l, where D is the diffusion constant and �l is the lifetime

of the carriers). It has been shown, however, that very long diodes
with low carrier lifetimes may have a very low diffusion capacitance
and therefore a large bandwidth [4].

To minimize Cdi� , in order to increase the speed of the diode, the
minority carriers should recombine before they reach the contacts and
their charge should thus not be reclaimable. This situation is common
in edge emitting laser diodes. These diodes are relatively long, and the
carrier lifetime � in their active region around the junction is extremely
short due to stimulated emission. Vertical cavity surface emitting laser
diodes (VCSELs) are shorter with their length determined by cavity
and Bragg-reflectors.

In this brief, we present simulation results for the diffusion capaci-
tance of p–n junction diodes (having the typical lifetime of laser diodes)
as a function of length L and lifetime � in the active region [5]. We ar-
rive at iso-diffusion-capacitance curves, which determine which com-
binations of L and � result in the same diffusion capacitance at a given
operation point. We also discuss specific limits where the diffusion
capacitance is significantly larger than the depletion capacitance and
where these diffusion iso-capacitance curves are actually iso-curves
for the modulation response. These curves are then useful to estimate
the influence of diffusion capacitance on diode (and particularly laser
diode) modulation response. To achieve these goals we design and
simulate many diodes with different L and � parameters, using the
ISE-TCAD software [6]. To be as general as possible, we consider only
the carrier lifetimes in the active region, without concentrating on the
particular details and possible quantum structure of the active region.

1If the “Us-term” [1] is taken into account, the factor of 2 can be ignored.
This does not significantly change our results in logarithmic scale.

Fig. 1. Diffusion capacitance as a function of the anode voltage, for a diode
with L = 5 �m and 21 values of � ranging from 10�14 to 10�9 s.

II. DIODE SIMULATION

To simulate the diode, we design a regular symmetric 1–D diode
using the ISE-TCAD software, and we subsequently reduce the life-
times of the carriers in a region around the junction. The carriers’ life-
time outside the active region is set to 10�9 s and their lifetime in the
active region (� ) is varied from 10�14 to 10�9 s.2 We simulate sym-
metric generic diodes by selecting physical characteristics (for band
gap, etc.) that lie between the values of Si and GaAs. The half-length of
the diodes (distance from the anode or cathode to the junction) is varied
from 5 nm to 1 mm.3 The laser active region is set to be 5 nm around
the junction. For every diode, we vary the applied external forward bias
from 0 to twice the value of Eg=e. We simulated different values for
Eg and we found that the only effect was a respective horizontal shift
in the plots of the capacitances as a function of the externally applied
forward bias. We thus present the results only for Eg = 1 eV.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the diffusion and depletion capacitance respec-

tively, for L = 5 �m and the 21 selections of � , ranging from 10�14 to
10�9 s. According to these Figures, at low bias, the depletion capac-
itance is greater than the diffusion capacitance. The minority carriers
do not reach the contacts, their charge is not reclaimable, and they do
not contribute to the diffusion capacitance. As the voltage increases,
the depletion capacitance increases, since the depletion region width
decreases. At voltage close to the built-in voltage, the depletion capac-
itance reaches its maximum, the diffusion capacitance is no longer neg-
ligible and begins increasing. At higher voltage, the depletion capaci-
tance decreases, as the diode is depleted and there is no charge stored
in the junction to vary with anode voltage, while the diffusion capaci-
tance keeps increasing. At bias equal to Eg=e (1 V in our case), which
is close to the operational bias of the laser diodes, the diffusion capac-
itance prevails. It is important to note that the diffusion capacitance is
small compared to the depletion capacitance, if the carrier lifetime � in
the lasing region is extremely low. This is because only few minority
carriers reach the contacts of the diode, even if the anode voltage is
high. On the other hand, for larger values of � , and for anode voltages
equal to the operational bias of the device, the diffusion capacitance is
dominant and represents the main factor that determines the modula-
tion response of the diode.

2We used 21 � values, following the expression � = T � 10k s, where
T = 1, 2.5, 5, and 7.5 and k = �14to �9.

3We used 20 L values: 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 500, 800, and 1000 m.
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Fig. 2. Depletion capacitance as a function of the anode voltage, for a diode
with L = 5 �m and 21 values of � ranging from 10�14 to 10�9 s.

Fig. 3. Cdi�(Eg=e) as a function of L for 21 values of � ranging from
10�14 to 10�9 s.

A FORTRAN analysis program receives the file containing the dif-
fusion capacitance voltage distributions for all simulated diodes, and
extracts the diffusion capacitanceCdi�(Eg=e) for every (L; � ) combi-
nation. It also computes the iso-Cdi�(Eg=e) curves of the values of L
and � that result in the same Cdi�(Eg=e). By selecting combinations
of L and � that correspond to low Cdi�(Eg=e), one can improve the
bandwidth of the diode considerably. Fig. 3 shows Cdi�(Eg=e) as a
function of L for the 21 values of � , ranging from 10�14 s to 10�9 s,
and Fig. 4 shows Cdi�(Eg=e) as a function of � for the 20 values of
L, ranging from 5 nm to 1 mm.

According to Fig. 3, there is an increase ofCdi�(Eg=e) as a function
of L, for low values of L. For longer diodes, the diffusion capacitance
decreases with L. The reason for this behavior are two counteracting
phenomena that contribute to the diffusion capacitance as L increases.
On one hand, the available charge increases (this increases the diffu-
sion capacitance), and at the same time, the probability that theminority
carriers reach the contact decreases (this decreases the diffusion capac-
itance). For very low � the second phenomenon predominates, whereas
at high � , the first one prevails up to a critical value of L.

Fig. 4. Cdi�(Eg=e) as a function of � for 20 values ofL ranging from 5 nm
to 1000 �m. The values of � around and below 10�14 s are not realistic, but
they are included to make the shape and origin of the plotted curves clearer.

Fig. 5. Iso-capacitance plot showing which combinations of (L; � ) result in
the sameCdi�(Eg=e). The values of theCdi�(Eg=e) presented range from
1:26 � 10�5 to 7:94 � 10�13 F=cm2. The ratio of values ofCdi�(Eg=e) for
any two consecutive iso-curves is 10+0:3 � 2. The dashed lines are used for
clarity.

Fig. 4 shows that, as the lifetime of the carriers in the active region
increases, the Cdi�(Eg=e) increases up to a specific lifetime and sub-
sequently becomes constant. This is because the increase of the car-
rier lifetimes helps minority carriers to reach the contacts. For every
value of L there is a specific value of � for which the maximum of the
minority carriers reach the contacts, and further increase of their life-
times does not contribute to an increase in the diffusion capacitance.
The value of � at which this happens is naturally lower for physically
shorter diodes, because the minority carriers have to travel a smaller
distance.
It is interesting to plot the iso-curves of the L and � combinations

that result in the sameCdi�(Eg=e). This is shown in Fig. 5. The lowest
value of Cdi�(Eg=e) shown in the plot is 7:94 � 10�13, the maximum
is 1:26�10�5 F=cm2, and the capacitance ratio for any two consecutive
iso-curves is 10+0:3 � 2. This iso-plot is useful for the classification
of diodes as long or short, based on their diffusion capacitance.
As already mentioned, the diffusion capacitance is a critical factor

for the bandwidth of diodes, with the exception of laser diodes that are
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Depletion capacitance [plots (a) and (b)] and the total terminal
capacitance [plots (c) and (d)] at forward bias equal to Eg=e as a function of
the half-length of the diode [plots (b) and (d)] and as a function of the lifetime
of the carriers in the laser active region [plots (a) and (c)]. We see that the
depletion capacitance does not change much with the variation of L and � and
the variations in the terminal capacitance are due to the diffusion capacitance
for the corresponding (L; � ) combinations.

physically very long and that have extremely low � . These laser diodes
have a minimal diffusion capacitance, and the depletion capacitance is
dominant. To obtain a more quantitative understanding of these limits,
we plot the depletion capacitance and the terminal capacitance (sum
of the diffusion and depletion capacitances) for a typical bias of laser
diodes as a function ofL and � (Fig. 6).4 We note that the depletion ca-
pacitance is not influenced too much by L and � , and by varying these
variables, we affect mainly the diffusion capacitance. By comparing
Figs. 3 and 4 with Fig. 6, we conclude that the diffusion capacitance
affects the terminal capacitance and speed of the diode for � > 10�11 s
ifL = 1mm and for � > 10�14 s ifL = 0:02�m. Outside this region,
manipulating theL and � forminimizing the diffusion capacitance does
not further affect the bandwidth of the diode, as the diffusion capaci-
tance is already very low.

III. CONCLUSION

It is traditionally assumed that the bandwidth of diodes is determined
mainly by the minority carrier lifetime. We have shown here by numer-
ical simulation that there is a complex interplay between the physical
length and the lifetime, and only both quantities together determine the
diffusion capacitance and diode bandwidth.

We have simulated a generic diode with lower lifetime � of the
charge carriers in a short central region (5 nm around the junction) cor-
responding to the active region of a laser diode. At a typical forward
bias of (Eg=e) the diffusion capacitance of the diode is typically larger

4We plot the depletion capacitance for L > 0:1 �m, as the diodes are de-
pleted for lower L.

than the depletion capacitance, with the exception of very low � , where
the diffusion capacitance is extremely small.
It is shown that for short L,Cdi�(Eg=e) increases with L, as the in-

crease of the diffused charge is the dominant effect, whereas for longer
L the effect of carrier recombination prevails and theCdi�(Eg=e) falls
as a function ofL. For very low values of � , the latter effect is the most
important one. It is also shown thatCdi�(Eg=e) increases with � up to
a specific value of the lifetime, and then becomes constant, as all the
diffused carriers reach the contacts. The value of � that this occurs is
lower for the physically shorter diodes. Finally we have presented the
iso-Cdi�(Eg=e) curves in the (L; � ) space to explicitly show which
combinations of L and � result in the same diffusion capacitance for
a given operational point and equally affect the speed of the diode, for
non trivial values of the diffusion capacitance. This plot may prove
useful for the design of high bandwidth.
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Avalanche Photodiode-Based Active Pixel Imager

G. F. Marshall, J. C. Jackson, J. Denton, P. K. Hurley, O. Braddell,
and A. Mathewson

Abstract—In this brief, an integrated avalanche photodiode–active pixel
sensor (APD–APS) for “daylight to subtwilight” imaging has been demon-
strated. Excellent logarithmic response of the APS was demonstrated by
images takenwith a 64 64 pixel array. Image degradation occurredwhen
the APD was operated in sub-Geiger avalanche mode. Analysis of the APD
current revealed that leakage from parasitic diodes obscured the internal
avalanche gain. The parasitics will be shown to impede fabricating of useful
APD–APS circuits and advanced isolation techniques must be employed to
operate in avalanche mode.

Index Terms—Avalanche photodiodes (APDs), photodiodes, smart pixels,
image sensors, subtwilight imaging.
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